
Centre Point Facebook competition 

Halloween 

Project   
Dear students,  

We are delighted to invite you to take part in our Halloween competition. 

During this week, we are happy to let you know that you are welcome to 

participate in this creative context in which we will have some prizes for 

the winners in each level: Starters, Movers, Flyers, Ket, Pet, FCE, 

CAE and Adults. 

Centre Point would consider as a winner those students whose visual 

images or videos, published in Centre Point Facebook, has got more likes. 

The prize consists of a comfortable centre point T-shirt, very useful to 

practice sport or to wear it in any occasion. 

To accept these conditions, please, send us back this application form 

filled in by the end of October by email martin@centre-point.org or by 

wassap 628 55 74 57, in order to be contacted if necessary. 

• Name and surname of the student: 

• Parents’ names: 

• E-mail address & Telephone: 

• Name of the video: 

• T-shirt size: 

 

Please, find below some vocabulary and examples to help you understand 

the project. 

mailto:martin@centre-point.org
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Giving 

instructions 
o We usually include a list of materials required for the project. 

Example:  

✓ Scissors  

✓ Pencil 

✓ Paper plates  

✓ String or split pins.  

✓ A black marker. 

 

o We often use imperative tenses to give instructions. 

Example: cut the plate quickly.  

o There are often “sequencing” words to show the steps in the process. 

For instance: firstly, use your pencil to draw enough bones to create a 

whole skeleton. 

Secondly, draw a skull, skeleton’s hands and ribs. 

Then, use the scissors to cut all the parts of the skeleton that you have 

previously drawn. 

Finally, put together the bones with a string or split pins. 

Enjoy your skeleton figure!! 
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Visual examples 

 
Materials: 

Balloons, Glue, a bowl, a 

needle, orange wool, brown 

and green pipe cleaners. 

Instructions: 

First, blow up a balloon.  

Secondly, cut your yarn into a 3 or 4 metres long piece. 

Thirdly, tie the yarn piece to your balloon, then use it to hang 

your balloon up. 

Fourthly, fill a container with glue.  

Then, dip your piece of yarn into the glue and start wrapping the 

yarn around your balloon. 

Later, let the balloon dry. 

Last but not least, use your fingers to press the balloon away 

and pierce the balloon near the tail and let it deflate slowly from 

the yarn. 

Finally, make a stem out of a brown pipe cleaner and the leaves 

from a green one and attach the pipe cleaner to the top of the 

pumpkin. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU3xYvunwdM

